Academic Integrity Violation Decision Process

Violation Occurs

Faculty/Manager determines that a violation occurred

What Level is Violation?

Level Two: Documented Agreement

End of Process – Submit Documentation

Level Two is documented and signed by both the Faculty and Student. NO APPEAL POSSIBLE once signed. Record of violation kept in Provost Office. Will be used if multiple violations occur by student in determining sanctioning.

Level Three: Formal Hearing

What Level Hearing?

Based on severity of violation

Both are Formal Hearings. Difference: Departmental Hearing Chair has ability to determine recommended sanction. AIB limited to what Faculty recommend unless multiple violations. AIB ONLY option if recommending removal from program, suspension, or expulsion.

Level is based on severity of violation. Does not have to complete each step! Can go directly to AIB if appropriate.

Dept. Hearing

Decision via hearing

Student appeal (if in violation)

Provost's decision regarding appeal

End of Process – Submit Documentation

AIB Hearing

Student appeal (if in violation)

Second hearing if approved (regarding sanctions usually)

End of Process – Submit Documentation
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